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Enel Today
A Global diversified operator

North America
Capacity: 2.1 GW

Italy
Capacity: 30.8 GW
Networks: 1.14 mn km
End users: 31.6 mn
Free customers: 9.9 mn

Mexico & Central America
Capacity: 1.0 GW
Latin America
Capacity: 17.6 GW
Networks: 0.32 mn km
End users: 15.0 mn
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Capacity: 0.1 GW
India
Capacity: 0.2 GW
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Capacity: 23.5 GW
Networks: 0.32 mn km
End users: 11.9 mn
Free customers: 12.3 mn

Enel Group
Capacity: 89.5 GW
Networks: 1.86 mn km
End users: 61.2 mn
Free customers: 22.3 mn

East Europe
Capacity: 14.2 GW
Networks: 0.09 mn km
End users: 2.7 mn
Free customers: 0.1 mn
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Integrating CO2 as a “new commodity”
The business relevance of the carbon price
Best Practice
Fully integrating carbon issues in the business lines to exploit new
opportunities and manage financial risks
• Need to integrate carbon issues within the business lines avoiding
allocating the lead to support functions (e.g. HSE, procurement)
•

Ensuring top-management buy-in on low carbon strategy including
planning, compliance, sourcing and risk management activities

• Need to adapt to a changing environment driven by a rapidly evolving
system pursuing opportunities as they arise

Enel Group Experience
Enel Group incorporated the carbon price ensuring a dynamic
balance between integration in the business lines and creation
of dedicated units :
• Energy markets – Original lead in the Energy Markets Business
Line, now shared with the planning functions
• Carbon Strategy - Dedicated business line managing Carbon
Market portfolio and compliance needs
• Low Carbon Policies and Carbon Regulation – a dedicated
policy advocacy and stakeholder engagement at holding level
.
Note: * RES = Renewable Energy Sources:

• EGP - Dedicated company for developing RES* opportunities 3

Advocacy activities
Early movers in primary sourcing activities
Best Practice
Engaging with stakeholders for improving the policy design and
implementation procedures
• Identifying relevant stakeholders among the civil society,
academia, customers, sector associations and NGOs
• Promoting roundtable discussions to share experiences with
peers
• Engaging with policymakers to improve the scheme and defend
Company’s interests

Enel Group Experience
“Stakeholder
Engagement”

“Advocacy”

Enel is actively engaged with relevant stakeholders:
• Policymakers - Intervene into the legislative process through
direct/indirect, formal/informal actions
• Sector-based Associations - Increase and enforce presence in
Working Groups and Task Forces
• NGOs/Consumers - Sharing information on respective
activities, promoting partnerships and common positioning

“Contributing to the Policy
shaping”

• Media - increase awareness and consensus through media
coverage
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A diversified project portfolio
Early movers in primary sourcing activities
Best Practice
Sourcing CO2 quotas strategy depending on the timing, the
size, the needs and projects’ risk profile:
• Early mover - The development and use of flexible mechanisms
enable to create new business opportunities and reduce
compliance costs
• Direct involvement – for big emitters early direct involvement in
all value chain in the credits supply had reduced sourcing costs
and guaranteed control and environmental quality
Enel CDM Project portfolio 2012

Enel Group Experience
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• Enel Group, responsible for ~115 MtCO2/yr under the EU
ETS has been one of the first mover in developing CO2
reduction projects a global scale
• A diversified finance commitment between own primary
sourcing activities and participation in investments Funds
• Experience with China - Enel has been among the first
EU private operators in the Chinese CDM market with more
than 70 projects developing synergetic partnership with the
largest Chinese utilities on low carbon technologies
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Integrating the carbon price in decision making
Short term & long term planning
Best Practice
Hedging short term while embedding carbon price in long term
investments decisions:
• Short to medium term carbon trading - hedging the power
generation risk while taking advantage of market opportunities in the
short term
• Long term Strategic planning - Assigning a price on carbon
emissions enable to finance the transition to low-carbon energy
sources and incorporating the “CO2 factor” in planning new
investments
.
Source: Bloomberg Dec 15 EU allowances, historical volatilities (white) and implied volatilities (blue)

Enel Group Experience
Emission trading schemes are regulated markets – regulatory an
policy-design drivers can strongly affect CO2 pricing
- New markets - In the first EU ETS implementing phases volatility
has been mainly driven by market immaturity and regulatory
issues, including lack of robust emission data, allocation choices
and regulatory interventions
- Mature markets – The ETS market outlook has evolved in a
more mature market; main volatility drivers include now seasonal
deadlines, macroeconomic uncertainty and to an increasingly
lower extent regulatory interventions
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Conclusions

• Early top management buy in – Ensuring that the issue has top management
attention due to short term impact and long term implications
• Organisational integration – The economic dimension of ETS and CO2 pricing
requires the lead of business lines, an early integration in the company’s economic
and industrial key performance indicators (KPI)
• Stakeholder dialogue – Implementation requires especially in the early phases
engaging with stakeholders
• Market participation – Early understanding of the market and its evolution in
terms of drivers, volatility and expected long term trends will support risk mitigation
• Investment planning – As the market develops and long term price emerges long
term planning issues increasingly prevail and project portfolio management
becomes critical
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